28 May 2022

2022 APT APC BOARD COURSE
(for repeating candidates)
On Line Zoom Launch: 1 June 2022: 17:00 – 18:30
Register in advance for this Webinar: Registration Link
We at APT are very sorry to hear that you have been unable to demonstrate competence in
the SAICA 2021 Assessment of Professional Competence (APC). We share your
disappointment as we know just how hard you worked to overcome the challenges of 2021,
but we need to remain positive and focussed on overcoming this final hurdle.
“Success never lasts, failure is never fatal…. courage is the only thing that counts” Winston
Churchill
You are not the first person to have failed to demonstrate competence in the “Final Board
Exam”. There are literally thousands of CAs who have experienced this failure, re written,
passed the assessment and gone on to become highly successful CAs. You must not let the
outcome of one 8 hour assessment define your future. History has shown that repeat
candidates can with commitment and hard work, achieve Honours on their second attempt.
You need to believe in yourself and your abilities. You have successfully completed an
undergraduate programme, a post graduate programme and the SAICA Initial Test of
Competence. You owe it to yourself to absorb the trauma and then pick yourself up and plan
for your success in the APC in 2022, which is within reach.


If you have a valid Certificate of Completion for a Professional Programme dated
2020 or 2021, you are still, under current regulations, eligible to write the 2022 APC
without further study. However, we believe that a repeating candidate should follow a
structured approach in self-development to pass in 2022. Our statistics for prior year’s
repeat candidates clearly indicate that those candidates who participated successfully in
our Board Course had far better success rates in the APC when compared to candidates
who did not attempt a Programme or who attempted our Programme but failed the
Programme. To optimise your chance of success in the 2022 APC, you should register
for our 2022 APT APC Board Course as detailed below.



Sadly if your most recent Certificate of Completion is dated 2019, the validity of your
Professional Programme Completion has expired and you would have to complete
and Pass a full Professional Programme before being allowed to write the APC again.



Registration for our 2022 Programme is open at REGISTRATION LINK
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Our 2022 APT APC Board Course
Our programmes are supported by a large team of passionate staff members who are highly
skilled at presenting and providing feedback to candidates on a regular basis. We believe in
our product. We believe in innovation and have continuously improved our programme since
the inception of the APC. We will continue to do so and are committed to being the
professional programme provider of choice.

Focus Points


Separate Programme with an innovative focus only on Repeat Candidates



Detailed feedback on APC



Online webinars (including guided marking sessions)



Interactive workshops



Mental coaching, including individual support with the help of a leading life coach,
experienced APT Mentors and successful alumni.



Critical thinking workshops



Technical refresher



E-writing

Cost
The cost is R7 150 excluding VAT.
Thuthuka/FASSET funding is available for eligible candidates.

The Provisional Outline is on the Following Page.
The APT team is looking forward to working with you as you complete your CA(SA)
qualifying journey in 2022.
Regards

Michael Wormald (Chair)
On behalf of the APT team.
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